
2009 SUPPLEMENTARY LIST 
MITSCH DAFFODILS — PO BOX 218, HUBBARD, OR 97032 

PHONE & FAX: 503-651-2742 

Thank you again for your fine interest, it is very much appreciated. The following list includes a number 
of items not listed in the 2009 catalog. 

ORDER INSTRUCTIONS  
1. Customer number  is on upper right hand corner of address label. Please write on order form. 
2. Bulbs are subject to crop and substitution is not anticipated—please advise if permissible, if it becomes 
necessary. We would appreciate if a few alternates could be given. 
3. If a 2009 catalog order has been placed, it will be combined with this list, if order is received before 
August 19. If it is a first order for this year or a gift order, under $35.00 to one location, add $10.00 for 
shipping and handling. 
4. Please send payment or credit card information with order. 
5. It is difficult to compile a list of this type and it is not a closed list. 
6. We encourage orders by August 19, 2009 to allow good service. 

Thank you very much. 

NEW RELEASES 

We would like to offer the following, new for 2009 

COUNTERPOINT (Havens) 7W-Y L 16" ((Acceleration op. ) open pollinated) G0114/1. Nicely 
formed broad perianth with bowl shaped corona crenate at the edge with quite unusual coloring. Opens 
with a yellow perianth and orange at the rim of the cup. As the flower matures, the perianth becomes 
white as the corona develops to a butterscotch yellow, eventually turning white if left out in the sun. Very 
prolific, this is a useful flower in the garden as well as for show collections needing upper divisions. 
07-396 $12.00 each. 

DISSERTATION (Havens) 7Y-Y L 17" ((Limequilla op.) x N. jonquilla) MH47/1. A unique style 
of jonquil, the perianth is very flat and star-shaped; small cup-shaped corona. Generally 3-4 florets per 
stem with a light fragrance. Exceptionally well placed on the stem. Winner of White Ribbon, Grant & 
Amy Mitsch. Award, and one bloom was awarded the Rose Ribbon and the Olive Lee Trophy at the 
Tacoma ADS Convention in 2007. Still in very short supply; would like to make a few available this 
year. 07-300 	$35.00 each. 

WELL SPRING (Havens) 5Y-Y L 15" (Hillstar x N. t. triandrus) Y93/37 Clear lemon cup-shaped 
corona, straight at the margin. Well reflexed, relatively broad perianth, a shade lighter in color than that 
of the corona. Well placed florets do not seem to crowd one another, with 4-5 per stem. One of the more 
symmetrically formed of the series—sibling to Canterbury, World Class, American Peace. 
05-208 $17.00 each. 



NAMED CULTIVARS  

APRIL JOY (Havens) 2YYW-W L 16" (Hillstar x Lemon Sails) Y99/1 Well formed flowers of sharp 
lemon, become reversed with maturity. Flat ovate perianth segments of deep lemon gold with a white 
halo complements the long cylindrical corona, turning from a rich lemon gold to pure white. Borderline 
measurements for intermediate, being a little large at times here, but well within the criteria in other 
climates. Makes rough appearing bulbs for us. 02-396 	$17.00 each. 

ICE CHIMES (Mitsch) 5Y-Y M 12" A very popular Division 5, small pendant blossoms of ivory 
yellow, the perianth a shade lighter than the corona. Two-three florets per stem. Very floriferous. 
Typically, produces rough appearing bulbs, primarily rounds. Most will be supplied as 1 round per order. 
Very limited supply. 	05-512 $15.00 each. 

SINGING HILLS (Havens) -7YYW-W L 15" ((Acceleration op-.),open pollinated) LHO26/1 
Opens bright lemon yellow throughout, the cup develops a buffish color with a white rim; entire cup-
shaped corona turns nearly white as the flower matures. Perianth is well formed with good overlap and 
very slightly reflexed. 2-3 florets per stem. Excellent grower with vigorous health. 07-748 $15.00 each. 

TRI ANGELES (Havens) 2007 llaY-P EM 15" (Lemon Sails x Mission Impossible) GH4/3. On 
occasion, the bright pink corona splits into three definite square petal-like structures, each lying flat 
against the front of the inner perianth segments. Many flowers are shaped more like a traditional split 
corona. Either way, an appealing, nicely formed split corona which qualifies as an "intermediate". 
Perianth is relatively flat and of a pale lemon coloration. 11-970 $18.00 each. 

VOICES OF SPRING (Havens) 5W-W L 14" (Irresistible x N. t. triandrus) HH1611 A very nice 
Division 5, with considerably more florets per stem (6-7) than the average for the Division. Beautiful 
flower with a rather narrow build, well reflexed perianth with a short bell shaped corona. The mass of 
flowers makes for a lovely show in the garden, along with exhibition quality. Winner of the W. A. 
Bender Ribbon at the 2007 National Show in Tacoma. 	05-228 	$30.00 each. 

POETS from Meg Verger 
Some years ago, Meg Yerger sent us some of her originations. All of them have done very well and are of 
clean bright color and have attracted considerable attention in our display. We would like to make 3 of 
them available this year. It is important that we note that these are being offered as named and received. 
Several of her originations are displayed at the Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden in Richmond, Virginia, in a 
Memory Garden for Meg Yerger's niece, sponsored by her father, John Roberts (Meg's brother). 

GLITZ (Yerger) 9W-GYO As it grows here, the cup of Glitz is much more predominantly bright red-
orange, but at a certain stage of development has a bit of green and yellow in the corona. Smaller than 
some and a very striking flower. 09-291 $15.00 each. 

MEGGY (Yerger) 9W-YYO One of the larger poets, the perianth is smooth rounded and very 
white. Small yellow corona with wire red rim. 09-296 $17.00 each. 

SWEET HOPE (Yerger) 9W-YYR Rounded very white perianth segments, which tend to 
reflex somewhat at maturity. Flat corona is predominantly yellow with a very narrow red rim. 
Limited stock. 09-298 $20.00 each. 



INDIVIDUAL LISTING 
Not listed in the 2009 catalog 

Standards 
*Angel Silk 2W-W 02-110 8.00 Miniatures 
*Cape Point 2W-P 02-258 16.00 April Tears 5Y-Y 05 - 112 5.00 
Emerald Pink 3W-GWP 03-768 17.00 Bird Music 1Y-Y 01 -120 12.00 
Quiet Waters 1W-W 01-242 8.00 Hummingbird 6Y-Y 06 -209 13.00 

Xit 3 W-W 03 -308 8.00 
Upper Divisions 
American Goldfinch 7W-GYY 07-264 6.00 Poets 
Honey Warbler 	7W-Y 07-900 8.00 Bonbon 9W-R 	09-551 6.00 
*inaugural Ball 	6Y-Y 	06-645 20.00 Bright Angel 9W-GOR 09-486 6.00 
Peach Delight 	7W-WPP 	07-828 12.00 Mountain 
Peppermint Creme 7W-GWP 07 - 304 20.00 Poet 9W-GYR 09-423 8.00 
*Pink Hummer 	7W-GPP 07-812 15.00 Seraph 9W -GYR 09-404 10.00 
Roberta Watrous 	7Y-GYP 07-419 8.00 
*Royal Tern 	12W-Y00 12 -699 17.00 

JACKSON'S DAFFODILS 
Tasmania, Australia 

We would like to offer the following not listed in the 2009 catalog. 

By Crikey 2Y-YYR EM (cross between two seedlings) A lemon perianth slightly lighter at petal tip. 
The straight funnel three quarter length cup is orange at its base merging to red. Almost sun proof, and 
vigorous. 	 02-278 	$20.00 each. 

Roustabout 3Y-Y LM (Seedling x Surfbird) A tall lemon yellow round flower with the bowl shaped 
ribbed corona slightly darker and with a green eye. The perianth segments are broad shouldered and 
touching at the back. 	03-133 	$24.00 each. 

*Uncensored llaW-P E (Unknown x Zombie) A most attractive show flower, always good enough to 
be in top collections and is a magnet for viewers. Very consistent, good substance and lovely color. 
11-863 	$20.00 each. 

Disquiet 
	

1Y-Y 	01 -984 20.00 
	

* Godsend 
	

1W-W 
	

01 -839 40.00 
*Entente 
	

2Y-0 	02 -483 25.00 
	

Pukka 
	

I W-P 
	

01-313 25.00 

*limited supply 


